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PLUX-6UIDED MA6NETORESI8TIVE HEAD USING A PERPENDICUIAR
RECORDING MEDIA

5
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to a

magnetoresistive head for a disk or tape drive storage system

and, more particularly, to a flux-guided magnetoresistive head

10 having a configuration that enables perpendicular reading from

a magnetic media and that provides a means for magnetically

differentiating a readback signal without subjecting the

system to signal to noise losses caused by electronic

differentiation,

15

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Typically, a disk drive system includes a stack of

magnetic data storage disks having concentric tracks capable

of storing data. A number of read/write transducers or heads,

20 located on actuator arms, are used to communicate with each

magnetic data storage disk. The magnetic disks are spun at a

high rotational speed causing the transducers to float above

the disks on a small cushion of air.

Digital data is written on a disk in the foina of magnetic

25 polarity transitions which are induced on the surface of the

magnetic disk by a head. The magnetic polarity transitions

are written on the magnetic disk by generating a magnetic flux

in the head. The magnetic flux induces a magnetic pattern

onto the surface of the disk as the disk spins below the head.



In addition to writing data, the head can also be used to

read data that has been written on the disk. Reading is

performed by sensing a variable magnetic field created by the

magnetic pattern on the disk surface as the disk spins. The

5 variable magnetic field is converted to an analog electrical

signal that is indicative of the data stored on the disk.

This analog electrical signal is commonly called an analog

read signal and normally includes a number of readback pulses

that each correspond to a single magnetic transition.

10 As described above, heads are used to write data to and

read data from a magnetic media. Some heads, such as a

conventional inductive-type head, are capable of performing

both functions using a single read/write element. Other

heads, known as dual element heads, use separate read and

15 write elements.

Dual element heads are preferable to single element heads

because they allow each element to be separately optimized to

perform its respective function. For example, a dual element

head can utilize a magnet©resistive (MR) read element to

20 perform the reading function. The MR elements are thin strips

of magnetoresistive material that have an electrical

resistance characteristic that changes with an applied

magnetic field. MR elements are more sensitive to small

magnetic fields than conventional inductive elements, and

25 therefore, MR elements are preferred over inductive elements

for reading data at high disk recording densities.



In the conventional head configuration, shown in Fig. 1,

the head 500 includes an MR element 510 as a read element and

an inductive write head 53 0 as a write element. The MR head

500 further includes write coils 535 and shield elements 540.

5 The MR element 510 of MR head 500 is positioned proximate to

the surface of rotating magnetic media 520 and is capable of

sensing the variable magnetic polarity transitions 525 stored

on the magnetic media 520. In addition, MR element 510 is

positioned as close to the magnetic media 520 as possible

10 because the amplitude of the readback signal generally

increases the closer the MR element 510 is to the media 520.

While dual MR element heads provide certain advantages

over inductive heads, the MR head configuration, shown in Fig.

1, is prone to several problems including the problems of

15 thermal asperities, electrostatic discharge and material

corrosion • These problems occur, in part, because the MR

element 510 is positioned proximate to the magnetic media 520

(in many cases less than a few microinches away) as will be

understood by the description of the problems below.

20 The problem of thermal asperities is well-known in the

art. More specifically, the problem is caused by collisions

between the head and foreign particles or other aberrations on

the surface of the disk. These foreign particles and

aberrations are know as asperities. Collisions between the

2 5 head and the asperities cause the head to heat up. The

increase in temperature resulting from the collisions between



the asperities and the head causes an increased resistance in

the head. Thus, the resulting readback voltage appears to be

greater than the voltage that should be present based upon the

data stored on the disk. Often, this additive signal exceeds

5 the amplitude of the readback signal. The additive signal

resulting from the increase in temperature of the MR element

is known as a thermal asperity.

Thermal asperities can cause unwanted increases in bit

error rates. In some cases, the increases in bit error rates

10 are so dramatic that severe data losses can result.

In addition, the configuration shown in Fig. 1 is

susceptible to the problem of electrostatic discharge due to

the generation of an electrostatic potential directly between

the MR element 510 and magnetic disk 520. When the potential

15 is discharged, the MR head 500 or the MR element 510 may be

damaged or destroyed.

Also, the configuration of Fig. 1 may also suffer from

the problem of material corrosion. In this configuration, the

MR element 510 is directly exposed to chemicals present in the

20 disk drive and chemicals used in the manufacturing processes.

These chemicals can corrode the materials used to fabricate

the MR element 510. This corrosion may cause damage to the MR

element 510 and may result in an inability to retrieve data

stored on magnetic disk 520.

25 In an effort to overcome the aforementioned problems,

some manufacturers have decided to use yoked MR head
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structures (see Figs. 2 and 3). In yoked structures, the MR

element is displaced at a distance from the disk surface,

embedded in the yoke, and encapsulated in an insulator. A

portion of the yoke is placed proximate to the disk surface to

5 effectively "carry" the magnetic flux emanating from the disk

to the MR element that is imbedded in the yoke. Thus,

although the MR element is displaced from the disk surface,

the function of the yoke "virtually" places the MR element at

the disk surface.

10 Accordingly, the configurations shown in Fig. 2 and 3

solve the aforementioned problems. Specifically, with regard

to the problem of thermal asperities, the yoke is positioned

such that the MR element is recessed and not positioned

proximate to the disk surface. As such, the heat that is

15 generated during a collision with an asperity is effectively

dissipated in the yoke such that the MR element does not

experience the affects of the thermal asperity. With regard

to the problem of electrostatic discharge, the MR element is

recessed from the disk surface; therefore, an electrostatic

20 potential cannot be generated between the MR element and the

disk surface. As such, the risk of discharge is not present.

Finally, with regard to the problem of element material

corrosion, since the MR element is sealed in an insulator and

positioned away from the disk surface, the MR element is not

25 in contact with chemicals used in the manufacturing process or
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contaminants found in the disk drive. As such, corrosion of

the MR element is inhibited.

More specifically, in Fig. 2, a conventional

magnetoresistive (MR) head 10 using a yoked geometry is

5 illustrated. The head 10 is used to read information from and

write information to a disk 12. Information is written on the

disk 12 in the form of longitudinally-recorded magnetic

transition data 14. In the conventional geometry shown in

Fig. 2, the head 10 includes an MR element 20, a yoke 22, a

10 coil element 24 and a gap 16.

During a read operation, a gap 16 in the yoke 22 senses

longitudinally-recorded magnetic transition data 14 on the

disk 12 as the disk 12 is rotated or moved in the direction of

arrow A. As the longitudinally-recorded magnetic transition

15 data 14 pass the gap 16, the longitudinally-recorded magnetic

transition data 14 create a magnetic flux flow within the yoke

22. To sense the flux flow, an MR element 20 is embedded in

the flux flow path of the yoke 22. The magnetic flux flow

travels through the MR element 20, and thereby varies the

20 resistance of the MR element 20 creating an analog read

signal.

During a write operation, a magnetic flux flow is

generated in the yoke 22 by energizing coil element 24. When

the coil element 24 is energized, a magnetic field is created

25 at the gap 16 which magnetizes the surface of the disk 12

creating longitudinally-recorded magnetic transition data 14.



In Fig. 3, another conventional yoked-head geometry 80 is

shown. The head 80 is used only to read information from a

disk 86 (i.e., is a read-only head). Information is written

on the disk 86 in the form of longitudinally-recorded magnetic

5 transition data 84. The head 80 includes an MR element 82, a

flvix yoke 88, a gap 87 and a first pole piece 85. As shown in

Fig. 3, the MR element 82 is incorporated into the flux yoke

88.

In disk drive or tape drive applications, the magnetic

10 media or disk 86 is rotated or moved in the direction of arrow

A'. Like the configuration in Fig. 2, this movement causes

longitudinally-recorded magnetic transition data 84 to pass

gap 87 and create a magnetic flux flow within the yoke 88.

The magnetic flux flow travels through the yoke 88 to the MR

15 element 82 and varies the resistance of the MR element 82 to

create an analog read signal.

As mentioned previously, the configurations shown in

Figs. 2 and 3 have advantages over conventional non-yoked head

configurations. For example, recessing the MR element 82 from

20 the surface of disk 86 eliminates the problems of thermal

asperities, electrostatic discharge and element material

corrosion. The head configurations shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

however, suffer from a different problem. More specifically,

the readback signal generated by the conventional yoked-head

25 configurations illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 during detection
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or reading of data is a non-ideal pulse signal, as shown in

Fig. 4.

In contrast, in most magnetic recording systems, the

readback signal generated during a read operation has an ideal

pulse shape known as a Lorentzian shape, as shown in Fig. 5.

This shape is ideal because it resembles a pulse signal best

suited for detection by state of the art detectors. Once

delivered to a detector, the Lorentz ian-type pulses are read

and converted to digital data.

When non-ideal pulse signals are read by conventional

yoked MR heads, electronic signal processing techniques must

be used to convert the pulse signals into Lorentz ian-shaped

pulses when partial response like channels are used. For

example, the signal shown in Fig. 4 can be converted to a

Lorentzian shape by differentiation. The problem with using

electronic signal processing techniques is that the signal

noise is increased. Also since additional hardware is

required to implement the electronic signal processing, such

hardware occupies valuable space within the disk drive unit.

Therefore, a need exists for developing a head

configuration which possesses the benefits associated with a

yoked configuration but also provides a readback signal having

substantially Lorentzian-pulse shape without using electronic

signal processing. The present invention is designed to

overcome the aforementioned problems and meet the

aforementioned, and other, needs.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a

head configuration which possesses the benefits associated

with a yoked configuration, wherein the head configuration

5 provides a readback signal having a substantially Lorentzian-

pulse shape without using electronic signal processing.

In accordance with the present invention, a head for use

in a magnetic recording system which includes a magnetic media

having perpendicular magnetic polarity transitions is

10 provided. The head may be used for transferring data between

the magnetic media and an external environment.

The head includes a write element and a yoke. The write

element may be used for inducing perpendicular magnetic

polarity transitions into a surface of the magnetic media

15 during a write operation. The yoke, which is disposed within

the write element, includes a read gap for sensing the

magnetic polarity transitions.

In one aspect of this embodiment, the head may include a

magnetoresistive element mounted in a flux flow path of the

20 yoke. The magnetoresistive element typically produces

readback pulses having a substantially Lorentzian pulse shape.

In another embodiment of the present invention, a

magnetic storage device is provided. The magnetic storage

device includes a magnetic media and a read element. The

25 magnetic media includes magnetic polarity transitions that

have been perpendicularly recorded thereon. The read element
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is capable of reading the perpendicular magnetic polarity

transitions. In addition, the read element includes a flux

guide having a read gap wherein the read gap may be used for

sensing the perpendicular magnetic polarity transitions and

for producing a magnetic fliix in the flux guide. Further, the

read element produces a readback pulse having a substantially

Lorentzian pulse shape.

Other objects, features and advantages of the invention

will be apparent from the following specification taken in

conjunction with the following drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a cross-

sectional view of a conventional head;

Fig. 2 shows a cross-sectional view of a conventional

head having a yoke configuration for reading longitudinally-

recorded transition data;

Fig. 3 shows a cross-sectional view of another

conventional head having a yoke configuration for reading

longitudinally-recorded transition data;

Fig. 4 shows a graph of a readback pulse generated by the

conventional heads of Figs. 1 and 2;

Fig. 5 shows a graph of an ideal readback pulse which has

a Lorentzian shape;

Fig. 6 shows a cross-sectional view of a first embodiment

of the head of the present invention;
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Fig. 7 shows a graph of a Lorentzian-like readback pulse

generated by the head of the present invention;

Fig. 8 shows a cross-sectional view of a second

embodiment of the head of the present invention;

Fig. 9 shows a cross-sectional view of a third embodiment

of the head of the present invention;

Fig. 10 shows a cross-sectional view of a fourth

embodiment of the head of the present invention; and

Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of a

disk drive system of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention provides a head for use in a

magnetic recording system, such as a disk drive. Referring to

Fig. 11, a simplified electrical component block diagram of a

disk drive system 910 is shown. The disk drive system 910

includes a disk 912; a head 914; and an actuator assembly 916,

including an actuator arm 918 and a motor 920, such as a voice

coil motor. The disk drive system 910 also includes a channel

922, a servo control unit 926, a controller unit 928 and an

interface 930. The channel 922 includes a high pass filter

934 which is described more fully below.

During operation of the disk drive system 910, the disk

912 rotates. Data is stored on the disk 912 in substantially

concentric tracks. Data may be read from or written to the

disk 912 by moving the head 914 to the desired track and
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performing the desired communication operation, i.e., a read

or write operation. In one embodiment described below, the

disk 912 is a magnetic disk and the head 914 includes a

magnetoresistive element that is capable of reading from the

magnetic disk.

The actuator assembly 916, including the actuator arm 918

and the motor 920, receives servo control information from the

servo control unit 926 to cause the motor to move the actuator

arm 918 and, consequently, the head 914 when repositioning of

the head 914 is required. In this regard, the head 914 may

periodically read positioning information from the surface of

the disk 912 and transmit the positioning information to the

servo control unit 926 via the channel 922. The servo control

unit 926 compares the present position of the head 914 to a

desired position, with movement of the actuator arm 918 as

required for proper track alignment.

The channel 922, receives a number of inputs for

processing so that data may be manipulated by other devices

internal and external, such as a host computer 932

interconnected with the interface 930, to the disk drive

system 910. Among other things, the channel 922 is used to

receive an analog read signal from the head 914, to filter the

signal using the high pass filter 934 and to convert the

analog signal to a digital signal recognized by the host

computer 932. In addition, the channel 922 facilitates the

storage of information from the host computer 932 to the disk



912 by encoding data signals from the host computer 932 and

creating a write signal, from the encoded data, which is

transmitted to the head 914 for storage on the disk 912.

The controller 928 controls the timing and operation of

the other elements of the disk drive system 910. The

controller unit 928 receives input/output requests from the

host computer 932 via the interface unit 930. Based on input

to the controller 928, the controller 928 delivers the

appropriate commands to the servo unit 926 and the channel

922. For example, in a read operation, the controller 928

commands the servo unit 926 to move the head 914 to the

desired track on the disk 912 so that the data written on the

disk 912 may be transferred to the host computer 932.

Accordingly, the servo unit 926 moves the head 914 to the

desired track using the servo positioning information read

from the disk 912 by the head 914. In turn, the head 914

reads the information from the disk 912 and transmits the

information to the channel 922 which filters and converts the

information such that it may be interpreted by the host

computer 932.

The head, of the present invention, includes a read

element and a write element. In the present invention, the

read element is capable reading magnetic polarity transitions

written on the surface of a magnetic media, such as a magnetic

disk. In addition, the read head of the present invention is

capable of producing a readback signal that has a



substantially Lorentzian-type pulse shape without the use of

electronic signal processing. The write element is capable of

writing magnetic polarity transitions on the surface of a

magnetic media using vertical/perpendicular recording

5 techniques rather than longitudinal recording techniques.

In conceiving the present invention, it was recognized

that a non-ideal readback pulse was generated by conventional

yoked MR heads because the magnetic transition data

(referenced by numeral 14 in Fig. 2 and numeral 89 in Fig. 3)

10 being read by the MR head (referenced by numeral 10 in Fig. 2

and 80 in Fig. 3) were longitudinally written on the surface of

the magnetic media. In contrast, the present invention

provides a magnetic media having perpendicularly-recorded

magnetic transition data thereon.

15 A perpendicular magnetic recording media typically

consists of the combination of a magnetic underlayer and a

recording media that is fabricated such that the orientation

of the magnetic easy axis is perpendicular to the disk

surface. Therefore, when a magnetic flux is produced along

20 the orientation of the magnetic axis, perpendicular data

transitions are written into the disk media. The combination

of a perpendicular magnetic recording media and a flux-guided

(yoked) MR head provides the advantages of producing a

readback pulse signal that has a substantially Lorentzian-type

25 pulse shape without the problems of thermal asperities,

electrostatic discharge and element material corrosion. As a
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further advantage, the present invention does not suffer from

the performance degradation associated with having to

electronically process the readback pulse signal into a

Lorentzian-type pulse.

5 In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6, a flux-guided

(yoked) head 40 is used to read information from and write

information to a magnetic storage media 42. The information

is written on the magnetic storage media 42 in the form of

perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transition data 44. The

10 flux-guided head 40 includes a read flux guide 56 preferably

integral with and positioned within a write flux guide 51.

The write flux guide includes a lower pole piece 53

positioned on a wafer surface 50. A leading flux conducting

column 55 and a trailing flux conducting column 57 are

15 interconnected to the lower pole piece 53 and separated by a

surrounding insulator structure 64 to form a U-shaped

structure. Write coils 49 and 46, respectively, surround

leading and trailing flux conducting columns 55 and 57. In

addition, the leading flux conducing column 55 terminates at

2 0 a first pole piece 58, and the trailing flux conducting column

57 terminates at a third pole piece 60.

It should be noted that the first and third pole pieces

58 and 60, preferably, are substantially parallel with

magnetic storage media 42. However, the present invention is

25 not to be limited by the orientation of such surfaces with

respect to the media 42. It should also be noted that the
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first and third pole pieces 58 and 60 also, respectively,

function as first and second write poles. Further, the first

pole piece 58 includes a leading edge portion 70 and the third

pole piece 60 incudes trailing edge portion 72.

5 The read flux guide 56 includes leading flux conducting

column 55 and an inner flux conducting column 54 which is

located between the leading flux conducting column 55 and the

trailing flux conducting column 57. It should be appreciated

that the leading flux conducting column 55 is shared between

10 the write flux guide 51 and the read flux guide 56 in the

present embodiment. The inner flux conducting column 54 is

separated from the trailing flux conducting column 57 by the

surrounding insulator structure 64, and the inner flux

conducting colvimn 54 is separated from the leading flux

15 conducting column 55 by insulate material 66 and read gap 52.

Additionally, the read gap 52 is defined by a first read pole

74 that is part of the leading flux conducting column 55 and

a second read pole 76 that is part of the inner flux

conducting column 54. An MR element 48 is used to connect the

20 leading flux conducting column 55 with the inner flux

conducting column 54. As noted above, the leading flux

conducting column 55 terminates at the first pole piece 58.

Similarly, the inner flux conducting column 54 terminates at

a second pole piece 68, and in the preferred configuration,

25 the second pole piece 68 is substantially parallel with the

first and third pole pieces 58 and 60 and the magnetic storage
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media 42. Again, the invention is not to be limited by the

preferred configuration.

The flxix guided head 40, shown in Fig. 6, can be used in

a magnetic recording system, such as a disk drive system (910

5 in Fig. 11) , and can be used for writing data to and reading

data from the magnetic storage media 42. In a preferred

embodiment, the flux-guided head 40 is used in a disk drive

system (910 in Fig. 11) having a magnetic media 42 or that

includes a magnetic disk (912 in Fig. 11) having a plurality

10 of concentric data tracks (not shown) . The flux-guided head

40 is guided by an actuator arm (918 in Fig. 11) that is

movably attached to a voice coil motor (916 in Fig. 11) . As

such, the voice coil motor (916 in Fig. 11) may be activated

by a host computer (932 in Fig. 11) to move the actuator arm

15 (918 in Fig. 11) and head 40 over the surface of the media 42.

Typically, the magnetic media 42 is spun at high velocities

in the direction of arrow B, such that the head 40, which has

first, second and third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60 facing the

media 42, floats above the media 42 on a small cushion of air

20 or is in virtual low level contact with the media 42 around

the area of the first, second and third pole pieces 58, 68 and

60. The data written to and read from the media 42 by the

head 40 may be transferred to and from an external

environment, such as a host computer (932 in Fig. 11) . The

25 head 40, of this embodiment of the present invention, is a

dual element head having both a write element encompassing
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write flux guide 51 and a read element encompassing read flux

guide 54

.

As a magnetic flux flows through the MR element 48, the

resistance of the MR element 48 changes, thus creating an

5 analog signal that is proportional to the magnetic flux. In

this embodiment, the analog signal sensed by the MR element 48

is proportional to the magnetic flux that is sensed by the

read gap 52 and flows through read flux guide 56.

In this embodiment, the read flux guide 56 is physically

10 smaller and positioned within the write flux guide 51. In

addition, a portion of the leading flux conducting column 55

is shared between the read flux guide 56 and the write flux

guide 51. However, based on the physical configuration of the

flux-guided head 40, the shared portion of the leading flux

15 conducting colvimn 55 is relatively small. Therefore, very

little magnetic flux that is generated in the read flux guide

56 during a read operation will enter the write flux guide 51,

simply based on the physical geometry. In another embodiment,

not shown, a non-magnetic spacer may be placed through the

20 leading fl\ax conducting coliuan 55 (e.g., essentially splitting

it) in order to prevent magnetic flux from entering the write

flux guide 51 during a read operation.

The flux-guided head 40 is fabricated at the wafer level

using planar fabrication techniques. Using planar fabrication

25 techniques, the air bearing surfaces (in part, the first,

second and third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60) can be defined

-18-



during the fabrication process since these surfaces are the

top layer deposited on the silicon wafer. Additionally, the

read gap 52 and the air bearing surfaces (in part, the first,

second and third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60) can be defined in

5 the scime masking step during fabrication and, thus, result in

near perfect alignment of the read gap 52 and the first,

second and third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60. In this regard,

planar fabrication techniques provide an advantage over other

techniques because the air bearing surfaces can be defined

10 during fabrication of the head, and lapping or polishing of

the surface is not required to form the air bearing surfaces.

In one aspect of this embodiment, the first, second and

third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60 are substantially parallel.

In addition, it should be noted that the read gap 52 defines

15 a plane which is substantially parallel to the first, second

and third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60. The read gap 52, of this

embodiment, is approximately 0.1 - 0.2 /^m in length. It

should be appreciated, however, that the invention is not to

be limited by the dimensions of read gap 52 and will be scaled

20 down with increasing recording densities. The cross-section

of the first pole piece 58 (first write pole) is typically 70%

to 100% of the track pitch of the drive design. The third

pole piece 60 (second write pole) can be of any size.

However, the cross-sectional area at the third pole piece 60

25 (second write pole) is typically 10 to 100 times larger than

the cross-sectional area of the first pole piece 58 (first
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write pole) . In this design, the leading edge portion 70 of

the first pole piece 58 is separated from the read gap 52 by

approximately 2 to 3//m.

When viewing the first, second and third pole pieces 58,

5 68 and 60 from the surface of the magnetic media 42,

preferably the first pole piece 58 has a constant width from

the leading edge portion 70 to the read gap 52. In an

alternative embodiment, the first pole piece 58 is tapered.

In such an embodiment, the first pole piece 58 has a first

10 width at the leading edge portion 70 and a second width at the

read gap 52, wherein the first width is larger than the second

width, typically, by about 20%. It is also possible to

produce a read width narrower than the write width by making

second pole piece 68 narrower than first pole piece 58,

15 without a taper.

During a write operation, write coils 49 and 46 are

energized to produce a magnetic flux with write flux guide 51.

Magnetic flux lines flow from the first pole piece 58 (first

write pole) to the third pole piece 60 (second write pole) , or

20 vise versa, depending on the direction of current flow through

the write coils 46 and 49. The magnetic flux lines are used

to induce or write perpendicularly-recorded magnetic

transition data 44 onto the surface of the magnetic media 42.

The head 40 configuration, as shown in Fig. 6, produces

25 magnetic flux lines that emanate nearly perpendicular to the

surface of the magnetic storage media 42 from the first and
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third pole pieces 58 and 60 (first and second write poles,

respectively). As such, when the first and third pole pieces

58 and 60 are held closely to the magnetic storage media 42,

the magnetic flux lines pass nearly perpendicularly through

5 the magnetic media 42, as well. Therefore, the

perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transition data 44 produced

on the surface of the magnetic media 42 are aligned in a

vertical or perpendicular orientation when compared to the

first and third pole pieces 58 and 60, and the surface of the

10 magnetic media 42,

During a read operation, the read gap 52 is held closely

to the magnetic media 42 and, preferably, on a small cushion

of air provided, in part, by the first, second and third pole

pieces 58, 68 and 60 as the magnetic media 42 moves. The read

15 gap 52 is held in such a manner that the surface of the

magnetic media 42 is in a substantially parallel relationship

to the first, second and third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60, as

the magnetic media 42 is moved in the direction of arrow B

past the read gap 52. In this embodiment, it should be noted

2 0 that the magnetic media 42, as characterized in Fig. 6, moves

longitudinally past the read gap 52 and first, second and

third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60. In an alternative

embodiment, the head 42 can be in virtual low level contact

with the media 42 around the area of the first, second and

25 third pole pieces 58, 68 and 60. In this embodiment, a

lubricant may be placed on the surface of the media 42 such
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that the head 40 makes contact with the lubricant rather than

directly with the surface of the media 42.

As the perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transition data

44 longitudinally advance past the read gap 52, a magnetic

5 flux is induced/generated in the read flux guide 54. The flux

is then delivered to and sensed by the MR element 48. As

mentioned above, the resistance of the magnetoresistive

element 48 changes in response to a magnetic flux, and the

magnetoresistive element 48 produces an analog signal

10 (readback signal) proportional to the magnetic flux. Thus, as

the perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transition data 44

generate a magnetic flux flow within the read flux guide 54,

an analog signal is produced by the MR element 48 that is

proportional to the perpendicularly-recorded magnetic

15 transition data 44. The analog read signal has a

substantially Lorentzian pulse shape, as shown in Fig. 7.

The readback signal shown in Fig. 7 has a pulse shape

with a peak near the zero head position. The pulse shape of

the readback signal of Fig. 7 is comparable to the Lorentzian

20 pulse shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that a Lorentzian

pulse shape is preferred because it is more easily detected by

conventional detectors. A Lorentzian pulse shape is similar

in shape to a class of target pulses that are desired by most

conventional magnetic recording channels (922 in Fig. 11) .

2 5 This class of target pulses is called a class-4 partial

response target pulse (PR4) . Typically, PR4 detectors and
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peak detector circuits are specifically designed to detect

Lorentzian-type target pulses. Although some detectors are

able to respond to some variations of these target pulses,

these variations are more similar to a Lorentzian pulse shape

5 than to the step function shape shown in Fig. 4. Therefore,

the Lorentzian pulse shape is more desirable than the step

function shape because most conventional industry pulse

detectors are specifically designed to detect Lorentzian pulse

shapes

.

10 The difference between the pulse shape of the readback

signal of Fig. 7 and the Lorentzian pulse shape of Fig. 5 is

that the pulse shape in Fig. 7 has higher amplitude values on

either side of the peak. These higher amplitude values are

shown in Fig. 7 where the readback signal at about 0.5 fm head

15 position is well above 0 volts whereas in Fig. 5 the 0.5 fm

head position has a voltage level of 0 volts. These higher

amplitude values are known as tails to the peak. These tails

or the higher amplitude values around the peak of Fig. 7 can

be removed by a standard high pass filter (934 in Fig. 11)

20 without significantly affecting channel performance.

Thus, the pulse shape of the readback signal, as shown in

Fig. 7, generated by the flux-guided head 40 of the present

invention, can be passed through a high pass filter (934 in

Fig. 11) to generate an almost ideal Lorentzian pulse shape,

25 as shown in Fig. 5. In contrast, the pulse shape of the

readback signal of conventional systems, as shown in Fig. 4,



require electronic differentiation using electronic signal

processing to produce the Lorentzian pulse shape of Fig- 5.

This differentiation typically induces a high noise level in

the signal. In addition, since the differentiation requires

5 additional circuitry, such circuity occupies valuable space in

the disk drive unit.

The present invention produces a substantially Lorentzian

pulse without the use of electronic signal processing- By

passing the readback signal of the present invention through

10 a standard high pass filter (934 in Fig. 11) , the signal

produced would be nearly perfect Lorentzian pulse shape. In

addition, a high pass filter (934 in Fig. 11) is, typically,

included in most conventional channels (922 in Fig. 11) .

Therefore, added circuitry is not required in the disk drive

15 system (910 in Fig. 11), and the use of a high pass filter

(934 in Fig. 11) induces very little noise into the readback

signal.

It should be noted, however, that the substantially

Lorentzian pulse shape shown in Fig. 7 may be detected by most

20 conventional detectors without the use of any filtering. The

use of such a pulse shape without a high pass filter will

depend on the requirements of the system, as will be noted by

those skilled in the art.

In another embodiment, as shown in Fig. 10, a flux-guided

25 read head 310 can be formed separately from a write element

(not shown). As previously mentioned with regard to Fig. 6,



the flux-guided read head 310 can be used to read

perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transition data 302 (that

has been written on magnetic storage media 300) as the

magnetic storage media 300 rotates or is moved in the

5 direction of arrow C The flux-guided read head 310 includes

read flux guide 308 that is separated by a read gap 314. In

addition, an MR element 312 is embedded in the read flux guide

308. It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art

that the flux-guided read head 310 and the read flux guide 308

10 operate and are fabricated similar to the flux-guided head 40

and the read flux guide 56 as explained with reference to Fig.

6.

In yet another embodiment, as shown in Fig. 8, a flux-

guided head 100 is used to read and write information on

15 magnetic storage media 90 which is, typically rotated or moved

in the direction of arrow B'. The information on the magnetic

storage media 90 is in the form of perpendicularly-recorded

magnetic transition data 92. To read and write the

perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transition data 92, the

20 flux-guided head 100 includes a write flux guide 91 and a read

flux guide 93.

The write flux guide 91 is comprised of leading flux

conducting column 108 and trailing flux conducting structure

94 which terminate at first pole piece 106 and third pole

25 piece 96, respectively. Further, the first and third pole

pieces 106 and 96 also function as first and second write
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poles, respectively. The leading flux conducting column 108

and the trailing flux conducting structure 94 may composed of

any material suitable for perpendicular recording, e.g.,

ferrite. The first and third pole pieces 106 and 96 are

5 essentially parallel to each other and the magnetic media 90,

and in this embodiment, the cross-sectional area of the

leading flux conducting column 108 is 10 to 100 times larger

than the cross-sectional area of the trailing flux conducting

structure 94 (measured at the third pole piece 96) . Write

10 coils 104 are wrapped around the leading flux conducting

column 108 and are energized during writing of data.

The read flux guide 93 includes trailing flux conducting

structure 94 and an inner flux conducting colvimn 95 which

terminates at a second pole piece 101. The inner flux

15 conducting column 95 is physically positioned between the

leading flux conducting column 108 and the trailing flux

conducting structure 94. A read gap 110 separates the

trailing flux conducting structure 94 from the inner flux

conducting column 95 and the second pole piece 101 from the

20 third pole piece 96. An MR element 98 is imbedded in the read

flux guide 93.

In order to optimize the reader and writer and to prevent

signal migration from the read flux guide 93 into write flux

guide 91 or vise versa, a non-magnetic spacer 102 may be

25 provided inside the write flux guide 91 to separate the write

flux guide 91 from the read flux guide 93. Signal migration
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is of primary concern with the embodiment shown in Fig. 8

because the portion of the trailing flux conducting column 94

that is shared between the read flux guide 93 and the write

flux guide 91 is relatively large. Therefore in this

5 geometry, the magnetic fl\ax that is generated in the read flux

guide 93 during a read operation has a higher tendency to

enter the write flux guide 91. The non-magnetic spacer 102

can be any insulative material having any thickness but is,

typically, 1 to 3 times the thickness of the read gap 110. In

10 this embodiment, the read gap 110 can range from 0.1 to 0.2 fm

in length.

In operation, when the write coils 104 are energized

using a sufficiently high current, a magnetic flux is produced

that can penetrate and pass through the non-magnetic spacer

15 102. Therefore, the magnetic spacer 102 does not prevent

operation of the write flux guide 91.

Further, the non-magnetic spacer 102 ensures that a

majority of the magnetic flux that flows through the read flux

guide 93 during a read operation is delivered to the MR

20 element 98. Additionally, if optimization is undesired and

signal migration is not a problem, the non-magnetic spacer 102

may be eliminated.

In Fig. 8, the flux guided head 100 is typically

fabricated at the wafer level using conventional, non-planar

25 techniques. These conventional techniques require polishing

and lapping of the air bearing surfaces (in part, the first.
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second and third pole pieces 106, 101 and 96) because these

surfaces are not defined in the fabrication process.

It should be understood by those skilled in the art that

the operation of flux-guided head 100 in Fig. 8 is similar to

5 the flux-guided head 40 in Fig. 6. Therefore, the operation

of the write flux guide 51 and the read flux guide 56 as

explained with reference to Fig. 6 are similar to the

operation of write flux guide 91 and read flux guide 93

illustrated in Fig. 6.

10 Another embodiment of the present invention is shown in

Fig. 9. In this embodiment, a flux-guided read head 210 can

be formed separately from a write element (not shown) . As

previously mentioned with regard to Fig. 8, the flux-guided

read head 210 can be used to read perpendicularly-recorded

15 magnetic transition data 202 (that has been written on

magnetic storage media 200) as the magnetic storage media 200

rotates or is moved in the direction of arrow C. The flux-

guided read head 210 includes read flux guide 208 having

leading flux conducting column 230 and a trailing flux

20 conducting structure 232 that are separated by a read gap 214.

In addition, an MR element 212 is embedded in the leading flux

conducting column 230. It should be appreciated by those

skilled in the art that the flux-guided read head 210 and the

read flux guide 208 operate and are fabricated similar to the

25 flux-guided head 100 and the read flux guide 93 as explained

with reference to Fig. 8.
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The foregoing discussion of the invention has been

presented for purposes of illustration and description.

Further, the description is not intended to limit the

invention to the form disclosed herein- For example, although

5 the present invention is described in connection with disk

drives, the present invention may also be used in connection

with tape drives and the like. Consequently, variations and

modifications commensurate with the above teachings, within

the skill and knowledge of the relevant art, are within the

10 scope of the present invention. The embodiment described

herein and above is further intended to explain the best mode

presently known of practicing the invention and to enable

others skilled in the art to utilize the invention as such, or

in other embodiments, and with the various modifications

15 required by their particular application or uses of the

invention. It is intended that the appended claims be

construed to include alternative embodiments to the extent

permitted by the prior art.
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What is claimed is:

1. A head for use in a magnetic recording system

including a magnetic media with perpendicular magnetic

polarity transitions written thereon, said head for

transferring data between the magnetic media and an exterior

5 environment, said head comprising:

a write element for inducing said perpendicular magnetic

polarity transitions into a surface of said magnetic media

during a write operation; and

a yoke disposed within said write element, said yoke

10 having a read gap for sensing said perpendicular magnetic

polarity transitions.

2. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, further comprising:

a magnetoresistive element moxinted in a flux flow path of

15 said yoke.

3. The head, as claimed in Claim 2, wherein said read

gap of said yoke is disposed at a first distance from said

magnetic media and said magnetoresistive element is disposed

20 at a second distance from said magnetic media, said first

distance being smaller than said second distance.

4. The head, as claimed in Claim 2, wherein said

magnetoresistive element produces a readback pulse having a

25 substantially Lorentzian-type pulse shape.
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5. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said head

is a planar head.

6. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said write

element comprises a write pole having a leading edge, wherein

said leading edge and said read gap are separated by a

distance.

7. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said write

element includes a non-magnetic spacer for substantially

preventing flux flow through said write element during a read

operation.

8. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein

said write element comprises first and second write

poles, wherein said first and second write poles have first

and second cross-sectional widths, respectively,

said first cross-sectional width being larger than said

second cross-sectional width.

9. The head, as claimed in Claim 8, wherein said first

cross-sectional width is about 10 to 100 times larger than

said second cross-sectional width.

10. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, further comprising:
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first, second and third pole pieces wherein said first,

second and third pole pieces are in a common plane with said

read gap, said common plane being defined by masking during

fabrication*

11. The head, as claimed in Claim 6, wherein:

said write pole is integral with said yoke.

12. The head, as claimed in Claim 6, wherein:

said leading edge of said write pole is separated from

said read gap by about 2 to about 3 microns.

13. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said write

element comprises a first write pole, a second write pole and

a coil element operatively coupled to said first and second

write poles for writing to said magnetic media.

14. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said yoke

is integral with said write element.

15. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said yoke

is physically smaller than said write element.

16. The head, as claimed in Claim 1, wherein a length of

said read gap ranges from about 0.1 to about 0.2 microns.
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17. A magnetic storage device comprising:

a magnetic media having magnetic polarity transitions

perpendicularly recorded thereon; and

a read element for reading said perpendicular magnetic

polarity transitions, said read element including:

a flux-guide having a read gap, said read gap used

for sensing said perpendicular magnetic polarity transitions

and for producing a magnetic flux in said flux-guide.

18. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 17,

wherein said read element further includes:

a magnetoresistive element mounted in said flux-guide for

sensing said magnetic flux within said flux guide.

19. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 17,

wherein said read gap is disposed at a first distance from

said magnetic media and said magnetoresistive element is

disposed at a second distance from said magnetic media, said

first distance being smaller than said second distance.

20. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 17,

further comprising:

means for filtering a readback signal produced by said

read element, wherein said means for filtering produces a

signal having a substantially Lorentzian pulse-shape.
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21. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 17,

further comprising:

a write element for writing said perpendicular magnetic

polarity transitions on said magnetic media, said write

element including:

first and second write poles having a first and

second ends, respectively, said first and second ends located

proximate to a surface of said magnetic media;

a coil element operatively coupled to said first and

second write poles for writing to said magnetic media,

22. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 21,

wherein said first and second write poles comprise first and

second cross-sectional widths, respectively,

said first cross-sectional width being larger than said

second cross-sectional width.

23. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 22,

wherein said first cross-sectional width is about 10 to 100

times larger than said second cross-sectional width.

24. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 21

wherein said write element is integral with said read element.
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25. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim

21, wherein said read element is positioned within said write

element.

26. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim

25, wherein said read element is physically smaller than said

write element.

27. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim

17, wherein said read element produces a readback pulse

having a substantially Lorentzian pulse shape.

28. The magnetic storage device as claimed in Claim 21,

wherein said write element includes a non-magnetic spacer for

substantially preventing flux flow through said write element

during a read operation.

29. The magnetic storage device, as claimed in Claim 17,

wherein said read element is in virtual contact with said

magnetic media.
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ABSTRACT

The present invention provides a flux-guided head for use

in a magnetic recording system, such as a disk drive. The

head includes a write element that is capable of writing

magnetic polarity transitions into the surface of a magnetic

media, such as a magnetic disk, using vertical/perpendicular

recording techniques. Further, a read element is provided

that includes a magnetoresistive element that, when reading

perpendicularly-recorded magnetic transitions from the surface

of the magnetic media, produces a readback pulse signal having

a substantially Lorentzian pulse shape.

J:\3123\-276\PATENT.
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POWER OF ATTORNEY

On behalf of Maxtor Corporation, a Delaware corporation having a principal place of

business at 2190 Miller Drive, Longmont, Colorado 80501 being the assignee of and owning all

right, title and interest in the invention entitled "FLUX-GUIDED MAGNETORESISTIVE HEAD

USING A PERPENDICULAR RECORDING MEDIA", for which application for Letters Patent

of the United States has been made by Moris M. Dovek, G. Herbert Lin, and Michael McNeil,

said application being identified as Attorney File No. 3123-276 and executed on even date

herewith, I, Carlotta Barr-Smith, Assistant Secretary of Maxtor Corporation, hereby appoint

David F. Zinger, Registration No. 29,127; Craig C. Groseth, Registration No. 31,713; Michael

L. Tompkins, Registration No. 30,980; Sabrina C. Slavish, Registration No. 33,374; Todd P.

Blakely, Registration No. 31,328; Lewis D. Hansen, Registration No. 35,536; Joseph E. Kovarik,

Registration No. 33,005; Gary J. Connell, Registration No. 32,020; Wannell M. Crook,

Registration No. 31,071; Douglas W. Swartz, Registration No. 37,739; John C. Scott,

Registration No. 38,613; Bruce A. Kugler, Registration No. 38,942; Robert R. Brunelli,

Registration No. 39,617; Chester E. Marline, Jr., Registration No. 19,711; Richard L. Hughes,

Registration No. 31,264; Tejpal S. Hansra, Registration No. 38,172; Dana L. Hartje, Registration

No, 40,638; Don D. Cha, Registration No. 40,945; Angela Dallas-Pedretti, Registration No. P-

42,460; and Benjamin B. Lieb, Registration No. P-42,801, of SHERIDAN ROSS P.C., 1700

Lincoln Street, Suite 3500, Denver, Colorado 80203, telephone number (303) 863-9700, as

attorneys and agents for Maxtor Corporation with full powers of substitution, association and

revocation to prosecute the application and related U.S. and foreign applications and to transact

all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office and all foreign and international

patent offices connected therewith.

Carlotta Barr-Smith

Dated:



RULE 63 (37 CFR § 1.63)

DECLARATION
FOR PATENT APPLICATION

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that my residence, post office address and

citizenship are as stated below next to my name, and I believe I am an original, first and joint inventor

of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled "FLUX-

GUIDED MAGNETORESISTIVE HEAD USING A PERPENDICULAR RECORDING MEDL\", the

specification of which is identified as Attorney File No. 3123-276 and attached hereto.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of die above-identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. I acknowledge

the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability in accordance witii 37 CFR 1, 56(a)

and (b) as set fortti on die attached sheet indicated Page 3 hereof and which I have read.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119/365 of any foreign application(s)

for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application

for patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date before tiiat of the application on which priority

is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Claimed

Number Country Day/Month/Year Filed Yes Nq

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120/365 of aU United States and PCT international

applications listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of die claims of tiiis application is

not disclosed in such prior applications in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112,

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to patentability in accordance with 37 CFR
L56(a) and (b) which occurred between the filing date(s) of the prior application(s) and the national or

PCT international filing date of this application:

Application Serial No. Filing Date Status: patented, pending, abandoned

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all

statem^ts made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were

made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Tide 18 of the United States Code and that such willful

false statements may jeopardize tiie validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.
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Post Office Address*:

Date t//)^Acf

Moris M, Dovek

U.S.A.

5623 Snowdon

San Jose, California 95138

Same ^s Residence

^Complete Post Office Address in full if different from Residence, otherwise indicate that the

Post Office Address is "Same as Residaice.

"

(2) Inventor's Signature

Inventor's Name (typed):

Citizenship:

Residence:

Post Office Address*:

G. Herbert Lin

People's Rqmblic of Chijia

1233 Mountain Quail Circle

San Jose, California 95120

Same as Residence

*Complete Post Office Address in full if different from Residence, otherwise indicate that the

Post Office Address is "Same as ResidOTce."

(3) Inventor's Signature

.

Date.

Inventor's Name (typed):

Citizenship:

Residence:

Post Office Address:

Michael McNeil

U.S.A.

91 Sundown Trail

Nederland, Colorado 80466

P.O, Box 2017

Nederland, Colorado 80466
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37 CFR §L56(a) and (b)

DXny TO DISCU)SE INFORMATION MATERIAL
TO PATENTABBLITY

(a) A patent by its very nature is affected with a public interest. The public interest is best

served, and the most effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application is being

©camined, the Office is aware of and evaluates the teachings of all information material to patentability.

Each individual assodated with the filing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of candor and

good jEaith in dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information known

to that individual to be material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information

exists with respect to each pending claim until the claim is cancelled or withdrawn ficom consideration, or

the application becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is cancelled

or witfidiawn from consideration need not be submitted if the infonnation is not matraal to the patentability

of any claim remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information

which is not material to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose all infonnation known

to be material to patentability is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be material to

patentability of any claim issued in a patent was cited by flie Office or submitted to the Office in the

manner prescribed by §§1.97(b)-(d) and L 98, However, no patent will be granted on an application in

connection with which fiaud on the Ofiice was practiced or attenqrted or the duty of disclosure was violated

through bad faith or intentional misconduct. The Office encourages applicants to carefiiUy examine:

;^ (1) prior art cited in sear<A reports ofafbrrign patent crf^
and

~4 (2) the closest information ovear which individuals associated with the filing or

li prosecution of a patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to malce sure that any

Ul material information contained therein is disclosed to the Office.

2 (b) Under this section, information is material to patentability when it is not cumulative to

information already of record or being made of record in the application, and

(1) It establishes, by itself or ia combination witii other information, a prima facie case

a of unpatentability of a claim; or

(2) It refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes in:

(i) Opposing an argumrat of unpatentability relied on by the Office, or

(ii) Asserting an argument of a patentability.

A prima &de case of unpatentability is established when the information compels a conclusion that a claim

is unpatentable under the preponderance of evidence, burden-of-proof standard, giving each term in the

claim its broadest reasonable construction consistent with the specification, and before any consideration

is given to evidence which may be submitted in an attempt to establish a contrary conclusion of

patOTtability.*

*Note, 37 CFR §1.97(h) states: "The filing of an information disclosure statement shall not be construed

to be an admission that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be, material to

patentability as defined in §L56(b)/'
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RULE 63 (37 CFR§ 1.63)

DECLARATION
FOR PATENT APPLICATION

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that my residence, post office address and

dtizaiship ate as stated below next to my name, and I believe I am an original, first and joint inventor

of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled "FLUX-

GUIDED MAGNETORESISTIVE HEAD USING A PERPENDICULAR RECORDING MEDIA", the

specification of which is identified as Attorney File No. 3123-276 and attached hereto.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. I acknowledge

the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability in accordance with 37 CFR 1.56(a)

and (b) as set forth on the attached sheet indicated Page 3 hereof and which I have read.

I her^y claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119/365 of any foreign application(s)

for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application

for patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date before that of the application on which priority

is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Claimed

lJumher Counlry Day/Month/Year Filed ies Nq

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120/365 of all United States and PCT international

applications listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is

not disclosed in such prior applications in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12,

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to patentability in accordance with 37 CFR

1.56(a) and (b) which occurred between the filing date(s) of the prior application(s) and the national or

PCT international filing date of this application:

Appiicarion Serial No. Filing Date Status: patented, pending, abandoned

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all

statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were

made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful

false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.
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37 CFR §1.56(a) and (b)

DUTY TO DISCLOSE INFORMATION MATERIAL
TO PATENTABILITY

(a) A patent by its very nature is affected with a public interest. The public interest is best

served, and the most effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application is being

examined, the Office is aware of and evaluates the teachings of all information material to patentability.

Each individual associated with the filing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of candor and

good faith in dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information known

to that individual to be mataial to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information

exists with respect to each pending claim until the claim is cancelled or withdrawn from consideration, or

the plication becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is cancelled

or withdrawn fiwm consideration need not be submitted if the information is not material to the patentability

of any claim remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information

which is not mataial to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose all information known

to be material to patentability is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be material to

patentability of any claim issued in a patent was cited by the Office or submitted to the Office in the

manner prescribed by §§1.97(b)-(d) and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application in

connection with which ftaud on the Office was practiced or attempted or the duty of disclosure was violated

through bad faith or intentional misconduct. The Office encourages applicants to carefiilly examine:

(1) prior art cited in search reports of a fordgn patent office in a counterpart application,

and

(2) the closest information over which individuals associated with the filing or

prosecution of a patent ^plication believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sure that any

material information contained therein is disclosed to the Office.

(b) Under this section, information is material to patentability when it is not cumulative to

information already of record or being made of record in the application, and

(1) It establishes, by itself or in combination with other information, a prima facie case

of unpatentability of a claim; or

(2) It refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes in:

(i) Opposing an argument of unpatentability relied on by the Office, or

(ii) Asserting an argument of a patentability.

A prima facie case of unpatentability is established whai the information compels a conclusion that a claim

is unpatentable under the prqwnderance of evidence, burden-of-proof standard, giving each term in tiie

claim its broadest reasonable construction consistent with the specification, and before any consideration

is given to evidence which may be submitted in an attempt to establish a contrary conclusion of

patentability.*

*Note, 37 CFR §1.97(h) states: "The filing of an information disclosure statement shall not be constiiied

to be an admission that the information cited in the statement is, or is considered to be, material to

patentability as defined in § 1.56(b)."
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